Visitors from all over

In the mood for hiking
The participants of the Yoland ‛09
were in the mood for hiking around
the beautiful Mostviertel. The
tourist office in the camp was busy
with bookings for hiking routes. In
total there were 16 hiking routes.
Out of these hiking routs there
were 49 hiking possibilities from
13 to 47 km given. In total the kids
hiked together around 795 km,
this is approximately the distance
between Vienna and Zurich. Also a
strong thunder storm on Monday
couldn‛t stop the hikers. Just one
Group had to stop the hike, all other
groups made it wet to their meeting

points. In many cases the kids had
to dry their clothes over night in a
tumble dryer. The hike was a good
possibility to explore the area and
to have other experiences. For
example: rainwater is not good for
drinking and Mrs Fuchs is very
nice!

Many scouts from other groups
came to visit us at Yoland ´09 to
experience the special flair of the
district scout camp. We had visitors
from Wels, Wattens, Kronstorf,
Mistelbach, Baden und Oberndorf.
But also more international guests
from Switzerland were with us for
a few days.
Furthermore, Hannes Gruber, chief
scout of Lower Austria honoured us
with a visit.

Anruf eines Hollensteiner Kornett aus
Unterkunft: “Jo, wir san in Mitterlecha.
Drei Menscha plerrn,
owa morgn gemma weida!”
----“Jo se san do, a weng noss sans,
owa se san do!” eine Gastmutter.
----“Und morgn bring i‛s olle um!”
Morddrohungen an das Hike-Team.

CaEx – Hansi: Manager
Murdered!

Elisabeth, Elisabeth...
Elisabeth, Elisabeth,
du hast mir den Kopf verdreht,
Elisabeth, Elisabeth,
ich träume nur von dir,
Elisabeth, Elisabeth,
gib mir eine Chance, komm heut Nacht
zu mir, erfüll mir meine Träume, den
Himmel schenk ich dir, auf Erden hier
dafür, Elisabeth, Elisabeth!

On Monday morning a nice trip to
Lunz am See was planned. Austria‛s
biggest folk music star Hansi Hinterseer was joining the tour with
his happy sing along songs. Then
everything changed!!! During a stop
in Göstling during a cocktail party
Hansi‛s manager fell down and died.
The investigation started immediately and several prime suspects
were found. The CaEx Investigation Team and a Special English
Investigation Team were sent out
in Lunz to find the murderer. Due
to the skills of the detectives the
murderer Hannes H was
captured. The CaEx were
thanked with a special photo
session with Hansi.

RaRo - Little Britain on
tour

„It‘s amazing!“

Hoch die Stamperl...

Perfect hosts

Thank you for the invitation to your
wonderful Yoland `09 camp- We
have had such a warm and friendly welcome from everyone, and we
have loved catching up with old
friends and meeting lots of great
new ones. The location is fantastic
with the river and the mountains
all around, so different from our
seaside town. The activities have
been really interesting. The older
girls found Salzburg and Linz very
exciting and the younger ones loved
meeting pop-star Hansi. You have
even put some English weather into
the programme to make us feel at
home! The food has been delicious
and Aimee rates the service at
Waidhofen hospital second to none.
We will be very sorry when we have
to leave, but we are sure friendships made here will continue at
camps together in the future.
3rd Wyke Rangers

“Zicke, zacke, zicke, zacke, hoi hoi
hoi! 62 in two days is the record in
drinking „Yoland-Syrup“. That means
nearly 5 liters syrup a day. But in the
festivity tent you got much more
than just syrup: on 200 m2 “living”place under about 300 m2 plastic
wrap where you could not get wet
from the rain, you got sweets, chips
and lots of fun. In front of the stage
between the 5,7 m high wooden poles
, was the daily hot dancing area. The
main events were the opening party,
the CaEx sing star, the GuSp Disco
where the kids danced like crazy,
the Pub-Quiz night with really tough
questions and at the end the fare
well ceremony were everyone got
tears in their eyes. The rectangular
tent with four tents called “Jurten”
on each side was big enough to hold
450 people. The fruit island and the
cuddling Jurte were the most popular
places during the whole 10 days.

It was really lucky for us to come
to the area of the LSF Hohenlehen
for the camp. Principal Ing. Leo
Klaffner was from the beginning a
perfect host. He was helping with
every problem we had. We could
borrow a tractor, we got wood,
we also could use the black smith
workshop. When the market place
was getting muddy during a big rain
on Sunday we good wooden chips to
fight the mud. You can only wish for
such a great host.
Big thanks to the whole team from
the LFS Hohenlehen.

This year 10 Wyke Rangers formed
a group with 4 RaRo and Günther.
It was their first time in Austria
so they spent 2 days on tour in
Austria. On Monday they went by
train to Salzburg where they did a
quiz tour through the city. In the
evening they went by train to Linz
(Culture Capital of Europe 2009)
where they stayed in the Scout hall

of Group Linz 2. After a refreshing sleep they visited
the ARS Electronica Center. In the afternoon the
group saw Linz from above
from the Höhenrausch. After two exciting days they
returned to the camp with
sore feet and no food.

